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The standard treatment for ocular trauma — sequestering the injury with a Styrofoam cup — fails to address critical needs in the most important moments following injury. For this reason, ocular trauma has become the leading cause of monocular blindness. Our injectable gel aims to preserve vision by providing immediate support, protection, and therapy at the point-of-injury for the 2.5 million Americans who suffer ocular injuries each year. The gel is easy to administer in any prehospital setting, and it has the potential to minimize the complexity of the injury, reducing treatment costs from $55,000 to $800. In addition to the $2.4 billion trauma market, our injectable gel technology could also be applied to aesthetics and reconstruction, leading to significantly more value after initial IDE approval and clinical testing.

Technology Description
Our unique injectable thermoresponsive gel which transitions from a liquid to a stable solid upon dermal application in under 5 seconds. This material is non-degradable, conforms to the volume of the damaged tissue, and provides immediate treatment via absorbed therapeutic drugs. It is protective yet easily removed and requires no specialized equipment or training. These key features showcase the unique value that our injectable gel technology can deliver to first responders, ophthalmologists, and other specialists.

Advantages
- Point-of-injury administration for immediate stabilization and therapy.
- Reduce injury complexity and surgical costs, improve outcomes for patients.
- Inexpensive and simple manufacturing with huge follow-on market opportunities.

Applications
- Stabilization, support, and protection for acute ocular and periorbital injuries resulting from high-velocity impacts.
- Minimize the risks of infection, inflammation, and scarring through the continual release of therapeutic drugs.
- Reconstructive and aesthetic augmentation for a variety of periocular and facial pathologies.

Stage of Development
Preclinical safety evaluation and efficacy testing in large animal ocular trauma models

IP Status
Preparation of a provisional patent application is in progress.

Notable Mentions
- 2017 Chancellor’s Innovating Fund plus Regional Partner match (Center for Military Medical Research), $70k total
- 2017 First Gear Program, $3k towards commercialization + business advising
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Dr. Fedorchak is the director of the Ophthalmic Biomaterials Laboratory and one of the founders of Selkie Therapeutics, LLC, an ocular drug delivery company developing the SoliDrop technology. Her lab’s focus is in the specific application of biomaterials and drug delivery systems in ophthalmology. The highly translational work done in the Fedorchak Lab regularly intersects with the innovation ecosystem at Pitt and beyond, including the Benchtop to Bedside course, the Coulter TPII program, the Idea Foundry Life Sciences Accelerator, and the recently awarded Chancellor’s Innovation Fund. Her academic research is funded by the National Eye Institute and the Cystinosis Research Foundation.
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Dr. Yu is the Vice Chair of Clinical Operations for the Department of Ophthalmology, UPMC Eye Center. Dr. Yu also serves on the Orbital, Oculoplastic, and Aesthetic Surgery Service, is an Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology, University of Pittsburgh, and is the Team Ophthalmologist for the Pittsburgh Penguins. Dr. Yu has had both clinical and basic science experience since college. She has worked on spinal cord injury research where she developed animal model protocols focusing on the healing immunology of the central nervous system. Her experience in ophthalmology has allowed her to become involved in various basic and clinical research projects including evaluating ocular structural changes after laser treatments, diagnosis of ocular diseases via imaging, and studying the effects of pharmaceuticals on the ocular surface.
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